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nfc-compliant biometric readers are supported for scanning or authentication. you can capture personal
information from a variety of portable sources like smartphones and tablets, including fingerprint, eye, iris and

facial recognition, as well as self-authentication from usb flash drives. the result is a streamlined mobile
experience for user-based biometric identification with a distinct look and feel. the integrated services-based
platform includes a unique set of capabilities to simplify and accelerate delivery of security solutions. these

capabilities include integration with third-party security solutions such as encryption, host-based or host-based
identity management, ipsec vpn, encryption/authentication device, as well as data off-site, data off-site, and
data off-site management. plus, the platform supports monitoring of endpoints and mobile device usage. the
platform includes a graphical and formula-based capability to generate dashboards to assist in monitoring of

device and endpoint usage. bmc software has been partnering with microsoft for more than 20 years to deliver
the leading toolset for windows. bmc software's solutions are built on the proven strength of its expertise in

infrastructure, security, management and managed services, to enable customers to gain complete control of
their environments. by building employee awareness around security, companies can improve awareness and
compliance. to ensure productivity is not at a standstill due to security concerns, the employee id cards can be
printed, and the ink used is non-hazardous. this also makes it easier for companies to print multiple cards at a

time, because they don't need to print through hazardous ink and cloth.
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the most useful feature of the slim view card printers is its
flexibility. in addition to its many standard features, the cd800
comes with extra-large card stock (up to 5.5" wide) for printing

cards of any size. don’t have the room for a large card stock
printer, but still need to handle large-quantity cards? just print

single cards of the size of your choice. to print many small cards
from a large card stock image, simply select batch print. the

cd800 card printers comes equipped with an lcd display screen,
making it easy to check your programs and settings. the screen

also displays the current print job status, or it can be used to read
the instructions for a new program. the cd800 model is the latest

addition to our growing portfolio of automatic id printers. its
compact size makes it an ideal fit for use as a mobile or stand-

alone card printer. the high-speed cd800 printers accept cards of
any size and any style (our image processor can handle almost
any card size including credit cards and id badges). includes a

card application tray for user cards and a convenient output bin
for raggedy rejects. the robust, high-quality print engine provides
top-of-the-line performance, making this the fastest single-card
printer on the market today. when you need quick, reliable card

printing, you can’t beat the cd800 card printer. sure it works fast,
but you can also depend on the cd800 to provide the highest

image quality. helpful guides are included with every single card
printer we sell. from the basic printer set-up guide and user's
manual, to the step-by-step application guide that walks you
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through the process of producing custom id badges and cards.
the guides are also located under the printer’s lcd display.
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